Association Rule Mining is a data mining method for discovering the interesting relations between attributes in a huge transaction database. Typically, algorithms for association rule mining generate a huge number of association rules, from which it is hard to extract structured knowledge and automatically present this in a form that would be suitable for the user. Recently, an information cartography has been proposed for creating structured summaries of information and visualizing with methodology called "metro maps". This was applied to many problem domains. In the hope of widening its applicability domain, the aim of this study is to develop a method for the automatic creation of metro maps of information obtained by association rule mining. Although the proposed method consists of multiple steps, its core presents metro map construction that is defined in the study as an optimization problem, which is solved using an evolutionary algorithm. Finally, this was applied to four well-known UCI Machine Learning datasets and one sport dataset. Visualizing the resulted metro maps not only justifies the fact this is a suitable tool for presenting structured knowledge hidden in data, but also that they can even tell stories to users.
Introduction
Association Rule Mining (ARM) is a data mining method for discovering the interesting relations between attributes in a huge transaction database. The first algorithm for ARM was Apriori, which was proposed back in 1994 by Agrawal [1] . Apriori is still the most popular algorithm for mining association rules. This was also considered to be one of the top 10 algorithms in data mining [2] . Some of the other well-established algorithms in this domain are Eclat [3] , FP-Growth [4] , Genetic Association Rules (GAR) [5] , Multi-Objective Differential Evolution algorithm for mining numeric Association Rules (MODENAR) [6] , and BatMiner [7] .
Usually, algorithms for association rule mining generate a huge number of association rules collected in large datasets. Hence, we are confronted with the problem of how to extract structured knowledge from the large datasets and then automatically present this knowledge to the user in a form that would be suitable [8] . In line with this, numerous attempts to simplify this task have emerged using various visualization methods.
In a nutshell, the visualization of association rules was tackled in the following papers: The authors in [9] presented a design that is able to handle hundreds of multiple antecedent association rules in a three-dimensional display with minimum human interaction, low occlusion percentage, and no screen swapping. The authors in [10] show that the use of Mosaic plots and their variant, called Double Decker plots, can be applied for visualizing association rules. Ong et al. [11] prototyped the two visualizations, called grid view and tree view, for visualizing the association rules in their application called CrystalClear. Appice and Buono [12] presented a graph-based visualization that supports data miners in the analysis of multi-level spatial association rules, while Herawan et al. [13] proposed an approach for visualizing soft maximal association rules. A very interesting interactive visualization technique, which lets the user navigate through a hierarchy of association rule groups is presented in paper [14] . Authors in paper [15] explores the Hasse diagrams for the visualization of Boolean association rules. Fister et al. [16] have proposed a method for identifying dependencies among mined association rules based on a population-based metaheuristics and complex networks.
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Recently, a metro map of information concept has been developed [17] that is capable of creating structured summaries of information. The name was selected as a metaphor for a real cartographic map, i.e. in the same way that these maps help people understand their surroundings, metro maps help them understand the information landscape [18] . Moreover, visualization with metro maps (also information cartography) can tell stories to users, on the one hand, and provide them with good directions, on the other. Indeed, the metro map consists of a set of lines, where each line interprets the same story from a different aspect. Metro stops on these lines introduce salient pieces of information, while the interrelations among these pieces ensure the plot of the story. Recently, this methodology has been applied for understanding information in many areas [19, 18] .
The aim of the study is to develop method for automatically creating the metro maps of ARM information. The proposed method acts as follows: The ARM information are hidden in ARM datasets produced by algorithms for ARM in the form of implication rules X ⇒ Y . In general, these rules are represented as conjunctions of more antecedent and more consequent attributes. At first, each complex rule is simplified to a set of simple ones consisting of one antecedent and one consequent. These rules serve as building blocks for the construction of an attribute graph. The attribute graph consists of nodes representing attributes (e.g. P , Q) and direct edges denoting an implication relation (e.g. P ⇒ Q). The construction of a metro map is defined as an optimization problem that searches for the best metro lines within the attribute graph. The problem is solved using an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). Finally, the metro map is visualized.
As a matter of fact, how can a metro map of ARM information tell us a story? Likewise, since each story consists of five elements [20] : characters, setting, plot, conflict, and resolution, metro maps include the same elements too. Indeed, the attributes of the ARM dataset present the characters of the story, the setting is introduced by the ARM problem domain, the plot evolves the actual story from the beginning (i.e. the starting metro stop) towards the middle (i.e. intermediate metro stops) until the end (i.e. the final metro stop), conflicts are launched by the interrelation between intermediate metro stops, and the resolution bears a way of conflict resolution, in which the point of the story is reflected. The only thing we need is to connect all the elements into an integral whole and the story starts to flow by itself.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic information needed for understanding the subject that follows. In Section 3, the proposed method for information cartography in ARM is illustrated in detail. Section 4 presents the results of the method by constructing metro maps of information obtained by five well known datasets, while the paper concludes with a summary of the performed work and outlines directions for future work.
Basic information
The present section consists of two subsections. The former introduces the problem of ARM, while the latter describes the formal definition of objectives necessary for identifying the information cartography in ARM as an optimization problem.
Association Rule Mining
ARM can formally be defined as follows: Let us assume, a set of objects O = {o 1 , . . . , o M } and transaction dataset T D = {T } are given, where each transaction T is a subset of objects T ⊆ O. Then, an association rule is defined as an implication:
In order to estimate the quality of the mined association rule, two measures are defined: confidence and support. The confidence is defined as:
whereas support is:
where the function n(.) calculates the number of repetitions of a particular rule within D T , and N is the total number of transactions in D T . Let us emphasize that two additional variables are defined, i.e. minimum confidence C min and minimum support S min . These variables denote a threshold value limiting the particular association rule with lower confidence and support from being taken into consideration.
Formal definition of objectives
The concept of a metro map is applied in order to visualize the archive of mined association rules [18] . In our study, the metro map is formally defined as M = (G, Π), where G = (A, E) denotes an attribute graph of vertices A = {X 1 , . . . , X N }, representing attributes, and edges E = {r 1 , . . . , r M }, representing simple rules, together with incident function ψ G that associates an ordered pair ψ G (r k ) = (X i , Y j ) with direct edge r k , when there exist a simple association rule in the form of X i ⇒ Y j , and Π represents a set of paths in G. In the definitions, variables N and M denotes the maximum number of vertices and maximum number of edges, respectively. Thus, the simple association rule consists of only one antecedent and one consequent, where the former is mapped to the source node X i ∈ G and the latter to the sink node Y j ∈ G of the corresponding attribute graph, while the path X i → Y j leads from the source to the sink node.
In general, the association rules in the archive consist of more antecedents and more consequences, in other words:
The simple association rules are obtained from the mined rules by pairing each antecedent with each consequent, in other words:
In this process of simplifying rules, the p × q pairs of simple rules are obtained representing direct edges in the association graph.
Interestingly, attributes in the ARM databases are typically denoted by the feature name and type connected with the underlined character. Type determines a domain of values that the definite feature can capture. In the ARM domain, there are three types, i.e. categorical, numerical, and mixed. The categorical type consists of a domain of discrete values, while the numerical one uses a domain of continuous real values that must be discretized. The last type can employ elements from both of the aforementioned domains.
The attributes can appear in mined association rules as: (1) antecedent only, (2) consequent only, or (3) antecedent in one and consequent in the other rule. In line with this, these are divided into three subsets, i.e. Ante(A), Cons(A), and Mixed (A). In graph G, the attributes in antecedent subset X ∈ Ante(A) represent source nodes with indegree zero, the attributes in consequent subset Y ∈ Cons(A) are sink nodes with outdegree zero, while the attributes in the mixed subset X|Y ∈ Mixed (A) denote the intern nodes with indegree and outdegree higher than zero. Indeed, the antecedent set consists of nodes suitable for starting metro stops on the metro lines, the consequent set for the final metro stops, while the mixed set determines the intermediate metro stops and outlines a definite path towards achieving a certain end destination.
The algorithm for constructing the metro map for visualizing the association rules needs to fulfill the following four objectives:
• minimum line coherence, • maximum map size, • high coverage,
• high structure quality.
The minimum line coherence limits the number of intermediate metro stops in some metro line and is expressed by the following relation:
where the variable τ determines the maximum number of intermediate metro stops. The maximum map size is referred to the number of metro lines K, in other words:
Indeed, we are interested in covering our information domain by using the number of metro lines as close to K as possible.
The coverage estimates how well the selected metro line exploits the attributes in transaction database. In line with this, the lift measure of association rule Lift(X ⇒ Y ) is used that is expressed as:
Let it be noted that the characteristic of the measure is that the higher the value, the stronger the association. Additionally, the coverage of the whole metro line π ∈ Π is expressed as:
where r represents the particular simple association rule X ⇒ Y . Finally, the coverage of the metro map is a simple average of all the proposed metro lines, in other words:
The metro map structure quality refers to the diversity of the metro lines, where we are interested in those metro lines that differ in the intermediate points as much as possible. This relation is expressed by the following equation:
where the variable C = |M| 2 counts the number of metro line interactions.
Proposed method
A proposed method for information cartography in ARM consists of the following four steps ( Fig. 1 ):
• creating the ARM database,
• association rule simplification,
• attribute graph definition,
• metro map construction,
• metro map visualization.
The ARM database is a result of the ARM algorithm, where the modern stochastic population-based nature-inspired algorithms, like BatMiner, can also be used instead of the classical approaches, like Apriori or FPGrowth.
On the other hand, the results of the ARM algorithms are slightly confusing for information cartography in the sense that all attributes in the mined association rules can emerge as antecedent in one and consequent in another rule. For the ARM algorithms, all attributes have the same importance, regardless of whether they could emerge as the result of the classification process and therefore such attributes could not be introduced as antecedent of some rules. In a mathematical sense, we must ensure that any of the following three inequations: Ante(A) = ∅, Cons(A) = ∅, and Mixed (A) = ∅ is valid.
The aforementioned conditions are satisfied in our study by proper filtering, where all association rules with attributes that are the result of classification and appear in these as an antecedent are filtered. In cases when the collection of association rules does not include the results of the classification process, the set with the maximum number of rules containing the same consequent is searched for by using the linear programming algorithm, and the filtering is then subsequently performed similarly as in the first case.
The main characteristics of the ARM databases are that the mined association rules are in a broad form with many antecedent as well as consequent attributes. This form is not appropriate for the creation of attribute graphs and therefore rules need to be transformed into a simplified form. The simplification rule procedure was discussed in detail in the previous section and therefore avoided here.
The third step is dedicated for creating the attribute graph G = (A, E), where all the simplified association rules are incorporated in the adjacent matrix A G = (a i,j ) of dimension N × N , where:
It should be mentioned that no loops are allowed in this graph because of a(i, i) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , N . The classification of attributes in three distinguished sets (i.e. Ante(G), Mixed (G), and Cons(G)) is also performed in this step.
In the remainder of the section, the fourth step is described, where the metro map M = (G, Π) is constructed, while the visualization of the metro map is examined in the next section.
EA for metro map construction
The EA for metro map construction demands modifications of the following algorithm components [21] : • representation of solution,
• variation operators (i.e. crossover and mutation),
• survivor and parent selection,
• fitness function evaluation,
• initialization.
The problem of metro map construction is constrained, because every feasible solution must satisfy two relations: minimum line coherence (according to Eq. (6)), and maximum map size (according to Eq. (7)).
Representation of solutions
Each solution in the population of Np individuals represents a metro map y i that is encoded as follows:
where the first part of the representation is dedicated for control meta-parameter n i that determines the number of metro lines and determines individuals of variable length. The second part consists of detailed descriptions for particular metro lines, expressed as:
where each element x i,j,k for k = 1, . . . , |x i,j | encodes a specific simple association rule X ⇒ Y , and |x i,j | determines the number of associative rules within the metro line x i,j ∈ y i . The elements are ordered into a sequence of implication rules:
in such a way that each consequence of the k-th rule appears as an antecedent in the k + 1-th rule, in other words: If consecutive elements x i,j,k and x i,j,k+1 encode the rules X l ⇒ Y l and X l+1 ⇒ Y l+1 in the metro line j, then the relation Y l = X l+1 must hold.
According to standard rules in mathematical logic, Eq. (15) can be transformed as follows:
that can easier be applied by an interpretation of the obtained results.
Variation operators
The proposed algorithms support two variation operators, i.e. crossover and mutation. While the crossover operates on metro lines as a whole, the mutation is also capable of modifying the structure inside a particular metro lines. Obviously, the application of crossover is controlled using the probability of crossover p c , and mutation using the probability of mutation p m .
Crossover is defined as follows: At first, for each target metro map y (org) , a trial metro map y (tri) is created using the same control parameters. Then a parent metro map y (par ) is selected randomly and the metro lines for the trial are taken either from the target or parent metro maps according to probability p c . Mathematically, this crossover is expressed as:
for i = 1, . . . , |y (org) |. Consequently, the operator can produce infeasible solutions in two cases:
• the size of the parent metro map is smaller than the size of the trial, i.e. |y(par
• the first antecedent of the metro line representing the starting metro stop is replicated twice.
In the first case, the corresponding metro line is deleted from the trial solution, while in the second, the solution from the parent solution is preferred.
Mutation modifies a structure of the metro line as follows: At first, the position of mutation k is selected randomly according to the probability of mutation p m . Then, an antecedent X k is extracted from the corresponding association rule X k ⇒ Y k , and the new consequent Y k is attached to the rule among all the possible consequent as defined by the graph G = (A, E). Finally, the remaining path from r k+1 towards the drain is generated randomly.
Mathematically, the mutation is presented as follows: Let us assume the metro line x i,j = (x i,j,k ) for k = 1, . . . , |x i,j | is given, where each elements represents an association rule x i,j,k = X l ⇒ Y l , and a position of mutation k ∈ [1, |x i,j |] is selected according to the probability of mutation p m , in other words:
).
The result of the mutation is expressed as follows:
where L = |x i,j | and all the modified values of the metro line are denoted by apostrophes. Let us mention that the operation also has an impact on the metro line length L that can be increased or decreased within the allowed maximum metro line length (i.e. L ≤ τ ).
Survivor and parent selection
One-to-one selection is applied as an operator of survivor selection that is borrowed from Differential Evolution (DE) [22] . This selection works on the whole metro map y i . Mathematically, it is expressed as follows:
where the better between trial y (tri) i and target y (org) i vector is preserved as the candidate solution map that proceeds into the next generation. Parent selection is applied by crossover operator for generating the trial solution. Although there are many parent selection operators, the parent selection implemented in our study selects the parent among the other population members randomly.
Fitness function evaluation
Fitness function evaluates the constructed metro map according to two objectives: the coverage (according to Eq. (10)), and the quality (according to Eq. (11)). Both equations are contained within a linear combination as follows:
where the weight variable w indicates the influence of the second term on the total fitness value, and n i is the number of metro lines. However, each solution is subject to the minimum line coherence, and the maximum map size as already asserted. In line with this, all infeasible solutions are eliminated, i.e. there is no implemented any constraint handling mechanism.
The task of the optimization algorithm is to maximize the value of the fitness function. Because the quality of the metro map is measured by minimizing the similarity of the metro lines, the inverse of this function is considered in Eq. (19).
Initialization
Initialization of individuals in the population is performed randomly. At first, the number of metro lines is generated randomly from the interval [2, K] . Then, the unique source node is selected from the set of source nodes. For each source node, the random path in the attribute graph G = (A, E) is searched for so that the maximum metro line length τ is not exceeded.
Experiments and results
The purpose of our experimental work was to show that the huge amount of data obtained by algorithms for ARM can be automatically extracted in the form of structured knowledge called information cartography in ARM and visualized by metro maps of ARM information. These maps can help users understand information in many knowledge domains.
In line with this, we applied our proposed method to five different datasets that accompany data from various domains, e.g. biology, chemistry, and sports.
In summary, using metro maps have several advantages for users, including the ability to [8] :
• extract the most important association rules from a huge amount of data,
• find the more salient pieces of information by automated extracting information and to direct attention of users to it,
• promote the new visualization method for summarizing and presenting complex sets of interrelation concepts,
• derive the story that metro maps narrate.
The information cartography in ARM is a very complex task that comprises of five tasks as discussed in Section 3. Therefore, the results of each phase (except association rule simplification) are illustrated in detail in the remainder of the paper. For each metro map, the derived story is also narrated to the user.
ARM datasets creation
In our study, evaluating the efficiency of the proposed method for information cartography in ARM was performed on four public datasets from the UCI Machine Learning repository [23] , and one Sport dataset consisting of real data obtained from device trackers worn by sport athletes (i.e. cyclists) during their sport training sessions [16] .
The characteristics of the aforementioned datasets are illustrated in Table 1 . Let us emphasize that the results of ARM for the first four datasets were obtained using the Apriori algorithm [1] , while for the Sport dataset they were obtained by using the BatMiner [7] .
Indeed, the table consists of two parts, in which the first indicates the characteristics of particular datasets, like the number of instances, the number of features, and the number of attributes, while the second contains the results of the algorithm for ARM. The results are presented in two columns: The column 'All' denotes the number of all mined association rules, while the column 'Filtered' includes the number of all rules obtained after filtering.
In a nutshell, the characteristics of the aforementioned datasets are as follows: the Mushroom dataset contains logical rules for mushrooms indicating if a specific one is poisonous or edible. The dataset includes descriptions of hypothetical samples corresponding to 23 species of gilled mushrooms, where each species is identified as definitely edible, definitely poisonous, or not recommended. The last class was combined with the poisonous one. As a result, there are two final classes, i.e. 'at1_e' denotes the edible (included into 865 rules as consequent), and 'at1_p' the poisonous mushrooms (included into 133 rules as a consequent).
The Iris dataset collects transactions describing characteristics for the classification of three different iris plant (i.e. 'Iris setosa', 'Iris versicolour', and 'Iris virginica'), where each transaction is constructed from five features with 21 numerical attributes. Thus, these transactions are equally divided among three classes (33.3 % for each of the three classes).
The Abalone dataset is devoted to predicting the age of abalone from physical measurements [23] . The age of abalone is determined by cutting the shell through the cone, staining them, and then counting the number of rings through a microscope. Other measurements, which are easier to obtain, are used to predict the age. There are three classes originally included in the dataset, i.e. 'rings_(-inf-8]', 'rings_ (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) ', and 'rings_ (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) '. Thus, the first one is included into 69.95 % of rules as a consequent, the second one in 30.05 % of rules as a consequent, while the third one is not included in any association rule as a consequent and is therefore eliminated from observation.
The data in the Wine dataset are obtained as the results of a chemical analysis of wines grown in the same region in Italy, but derived from three different cultivars. The analysis determined the quantities of 13 constituents (features) found in each of the three types of wines, denoted as 'class_1' (included into 59 rules as a consequent), 'class_2' (included in 71 rules as a consequent), and 'class_3' (included in 48 rules as a consequent). In summary, the number of attributes is equal to 19.
A Sport dataset was produced from the TCX files of a professional, male cyclist with many years of experience, who voluntary donated his data for the purposes of this study. Every training session was tracked by a wearable sports watch and the data imported into a training dataset. In addition to these performance data, data for estimation of the athlete's psycho-physical conditions was also merged with each training session by the sports trainer. Let us emphasize that this dataset does not include any results of classification.
Attribute graph definition
In this step, the rules in the filtered ARM dataset are transformed into simple rules, at first. Because this step is trivial, it is omitted from at detailed discussion here. Obviously, the simple rules serve as building blocks for attribute graph definition. Actually, the results of the attribute graph definition are presented in Table 2 which, in addition to the attribute graph specification for the particular dataset, also depicts the sizes of the antecedent, consequent, and mixed sets that actually represents the number of source, sink, and intern nodes in the attribute graph, respectively. Together, these nodes are also called story important nodes.
As can be seen from the table, the Iris dataset is relative simple from the problem solving point of view, because this consists of seven nodes (i.e. attributes). This gives the algorithm for a metro map construction a small maneuver space for searching, especially, when we assume that even five nodes are captured for source and sink ones. The remaining attribute graphs are more complex due to the higher number of nodes as well as edges.
Metro map construction
The EA for the metro map construction used parameters set as illustrated in Table 3 , from which it can be seen that the population size Np = 100 was generally applied in our experiments. Actually, this value ensures a good bias between exploration and exploitation and avoids the evolutionary search process getting stuck in local optima. Obviously, the number of metro lines K is problem dependent and is referred to the number of classes, in which the instances of observed datasets are classified. The length of metro lines τ is also problem specific and depends on the average path length of the constructed attribute graph. Therefore, the maximum value of this parameter is reported in the table. All the other parameter values from the table are obtained experimentally. Each dataset was optimized 25 times and the results of the best run obtained by constructing the metro maps based on five aforementioned datasets were selected for further analysis. These results are summarized in Table 4 that is divided into five sub-tables denoted 
Metro map visualization
In this subsection, the best results generated by the EA for ARM information are visualized and then the salient pieces of information (i.e. attributes) are integrated into metro lines and subsequently into the whole story. From the story point of view, the attributes of metro lines that are connected between each other with implication relations, represent the plot of the story. The relations are denoted by an arrow that also indicates a direction of the story plot. However, conflicts caused by the interrelation of metro stops of different metro lines are designated by vertical arcs.
Let us emphasize that the metro map of ARM information presents a generalization of all the association rules in the transaction database and, therefore, ignores the special cases. Consequently, the extracted association rule sequences in metro lines only highlights the most general truths. As a result, it can happen that some conclusion does not hold true for each cases using this method. Despite everything, the method offers a new aspect in the visualization of ARM rules and can help users direct their attention on the more salient pieces of information.
This study is focused on the visualization of the best result obtained by constructing the metro map of ARM information based of the five previously mentioned datasets. These results of the visualization of metro maps as well as exposition of stories they tell are illustrated in the remainder of the paper.
Mushroom dataset
Visualization of the best run obtained by the construction of a metro map based on ARM information of the Mushroom dataset is presented in Fig. 2 , from which it can be seen that the metro map consists of two metro lines, where the first one describes the sequence of association rules classifying the poisonous mushrooms, while the second the same for the edible ones.
Interestingly, the metro line classifying the poisonous mushrooms started with 'stalk-surface-above-ring small' denoted as attribute 'att14_s', and the edible with the 'odor none' one denoted as 'att6_n'. In the metro map, there exists one interrelated attribute (i.e. 'gill-spacing close' as 'att5_s'), and a sequence of three attributes (i.e. 'ring-type pendent' as 'att20_p', 'bruises no' as 'att5_n', and 'stalk-surface-above-ring silky' as 'att13_s'. Obviously, these attributes do not determine the poisonous of the specific mushrooms, but highlight the fact that the dataset is non-separable.
Mushroom story. Logical rules for mushrooms (i.e. definite attributes set to true) that are common for both classes are not decisive for establishing the level of poisonous. The problem presents those attributes that can only be found in the poisonous class. This means that when a mushroom satisfies the following three logical rules, i.e. (1) 'gill-size broad' (i.e. 'att9_b'), (2) 'veil-type partial' (i.e. 'att17_p'), and (3) 'gill-attachment free' (i.e. 'att7_f'), then there is a high possibility that it is poisonous.
Iris dataset
A visualization of the best results obtained by the construction of a metro map based on ARM information within the Iris dataset is presented in Fig. 3 , from which it can be seen that the corresponding metro map consist of four metro lines. Indeed, the first two metro lines are captured for classifying the 'Iris virginica' and 'Iris versicolor' plants, while the other two belong to 'Iris setosa'. Although there are not any interrelations between particular classes of iris plant, these can be found between two metro lines classifying the same 'Iris setosa' plant (metro lines 3 and 4). Although a metro map for classifying the 'Iris setosa' plant proposes two different metro lines, it turns out that the fourth metro line is actually an inverse of the third (i.e. the attributes 'petallength_(-inf-2.475]', 'petalwidth_(-inf-0.7]', and 'sepallength_(-inf-5.2]') and that both metro lines indeed only have different final metro stops (i.e. 'sepalwidth_(3.2-3.8]' and 'sepalwidth_(2.6-3.2])'. This means that the ordering of attributes is invariant for this dataset on the one hand, and that the same iris plant can be classified by different final metro stops and the same three attributes.
Iris story. Actually, the Iris dataset contains two clusters: (1) one containing 'Iris setosa', and (2) the other containing 'Iris virginica' and 'Iris versicolor'. Based on this assumption, the first two metro lines classifying the second cluster should be interrelated, but surprisingly this is not the case. Moreover, it turns out that when the species information are used as proposed by Fisher [24] , all three classes are linearly separable [25] . Interestingly, the advantage of our algorithm for generating metro maps of ARM information is that it already considers these clusters as linearly independent by exposing the summarized information hidden in the data.
Abalone dataset
A visualization of the best metro map obtained with the proposed EA by analysis of ARM information within Abalone dataset are illustrated in Fig. 4 . This metro map consists of two metro lines classifying the age of abalone ear shells according to the number of wings into 'rings_(-inf-8]' and 'rings_ (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) ' classes. The former has less or equal than 8 rings and starts with a length less than or equal to 0.26 mm, while the latter is higher than 8, but lower than 16 rings and starts with a viscera weight between 0.38025 and 0.570125 grams. The metro lines have only one interrelation, indicating that both classes of species share a similar height, i.e. less than or equal to 0.2825 mm with meat in shell.
Abalone story. Here, two metro lines narrate their aspects of story very independently. However, the point of the story can be summarized as follows: Although abalone species can have similar heights, the other attributes of metro lines clearly predestine they in one of the class. For instance, while the admissible length of abalone plants for the first class is less or equal to 0.26 mm, the same length for the second class is higher than 0.63 mm (i.e. much longer).
Wine dataset
Visualizing a metro map that emerged on basis of ARM information within a Wine dataset is depicted in Fig. 5 . As can be seen from the figure, the metro map consists of even four metro lines, where each of these describes a sequence of attributes that must be satisfied for classifying the test sample in one of three classes (i.e. 'class_1', 'class_2', and 'class_3') denoting three types of wines. As can be seen from the figure, all four metro lines are independent of one another, because there are only three interrelations between the first three metro lines. There, interrelations refer to content of chemical elements: flavanoids less than or equal to 1.525 mg/100g, total phenols less than or equal to 1.705 mg/100g and hue less than or equal to 0.7875mg/100g.
Wine story. This story is undoubtedly one of the most fascinating, while the point of the story confirms the power of selected visualization. The fact is that these classes are separable, but only Regularized Discriminant Analysis (RDA), proposed by Friedman [26] , achieved a 100 % correct classification.
The story reveals another aspect of the situation. Obviously, the 'class_1' is strongly separable as can be seen from metro line four. The more interesting are the remaining two classes, i.e. 'class_2' and 'class_3', where the interrelations between these could be signified the start of evolving the new wine class.
Without any knowledge about the real situation that happened in a specific region in Italy, our story speculates that there was a wine of 'class_3', which evolved to some step and then became a recognisable sort of wine. At this point, the sort of wine from the same cultivar 'class_2' starts to evolve on basis of the high color intensity (i.e. between 7.14 and 10.07) and minimum level of hue. The 'class_3' in metro line 2 influenced this by maintaining the minimum level of total phenols, while the same class specified in metro line 1 by maintaining the minimum level of flavanoids. On the other hand, the 'class_2' affects the existing 'class_3' by maintaining the minimum level of total phenols, with which this sort of wine originated. Indeed, this interrelation is denoted in the observed metro lines with red metro stops at different positions and in some way violates rule of metro construction, where the same metro stops must be correlated in the metro lines, this kind of presentation was selected intentionally by authors in order to simplify narrating the story. The remainder of the 'class_2' maturing proceeded independently by adding the original amounts of chemical elements that finally led to an origin of the new sort of wine. Indeed, this fact confirms an assumption about separability of all three classes as asserted by the RDA method.
Sport dataset
Visualization of the metro map obtained on the basis of ARM information hidden within Sport dataset is presented in Fig. 6 , from which it can be seen that this map consists of five metro lines. Each metro line refers to one of the five final metro stops (i.e. attributes 'TYPE_INTER', 'BEV_WATER', 'CAL_MEDIUM', 'REST_NO', 'FOOD_FRUITS') selected by a linear programming algorithm. Metro map has six interrelations, i.e. metro lines two and three are interrelated by two, three and four with one, and four and five with three connections. The most interrelations are induced through metro stop 'HR_LOW' denoted as low hard rate. The metro line one is separable.
Sport story. The aspects of stories shown by the specific metro line are straightforward. Therefore, here, we only describe the first one: This tells that the interval training must be performed under a high heart rate. Let us mention that this assertion complies strongly with the theory of sport training. Obviously, the other metro lines introduce demands for athletes by overcoming the easier stresses.
In general, the goals of metro map analysis depend of the selected final metro stops. In line with this, a sport trainer has an opportunity to select own final metro stops instead of the linear programming, and thus obtains the full control over selecting the goals for analysis and, consequently, over the construction of a specific metro map.
Conclusion
Nowadays, we are confronted with the large-scale creation of unstructured data that is hard to analyze manually. In line with this, a lot of data mining methods have arisen with the purpose of discovering new information hidden within data. One of these methods is also ARM, devoted to discovering the interesting relations between attributes in huge transaction databases. Normally, the algorithms for ARM generate a huge number of association rules collected in datasets in an unstructured form. From these datasets, it is not so easy to extract structured knowledge and present this in a form that is automatically appropriate for ordinary users.
A metro map of information is a new visualization method that has taken inspiration from real metro maps. Metaphorically, like real metro maps help people understand their surroundings, the metro maps help them understand their information landscape. Moreover, the structure of metro maps is designed so that these can even tell stories to users. Indeed, metro maps consist of metro lines that present different aspects of the same story. The metro lines contain metro stops that represent salient pieces of information. When these pieces interrelate between different metro lines, conflicts arise. These conflicts lead the plot of the story towards its resolution (the final metro stop). On the other hand, each story must have its own introduction (the final metro stop).
This paper proposes a new method for automatically creating metro maps of ARM information (also information cartography) that consist of five steps: creating an ARM dataset, association rule simplification, attribute graph definition, metro map construction, and metro map visualization.
The core of information cartography in ARM presents the construction of a metro map, which is defined as an optimization problem that has been solved by an EA. The task of the EA is to find the best paths (representing metro lines) within the attribute graph according to predefined objectives. Actually, these objectives define a structure of the designed metro map. The best metro map according to the value of the fitness function are visualized at the end.
Thus, the goal of the visualization process is not only to represent information to the user in an understandable way, but to assemble the constituent salient information pieces of the metro map into the whole and, on this basis, to form the story with its introduction, plot of the play and conflicts that lead to the final resolution. Indeed, the story tells users even more than many other standard visualizations can be revealed by our wide experimental work. Moreover, this technology is capable of directing the user's decision-making process and simulate exactly what consequences false decisions can have.
However, as the stories describe specific situations, our metro maps of ARM information also stem from generalized extracted information that in specific situations sometimes does not hold up entirely. Despite this weakness, the technology of information cartography in ARM shows that there are new aspects in extracting the structured knowledge hidden in data and, especially, in transferring this knowledge to the user.
In the future, the information cartography could be broadened to also include other UCI Machine Learning datasets. Particularly, its application to the sports domain could be very interesting, where this technology could be used for Interactive Machine Learning (iML) and thus help sport athletes optimize their learning behavior during a sport training session through interaction with the proposed information cartography.
